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Inking Innovation

T H E PAT E N T W I R E
Patentwire, an Independent Patent & Technology Consulting Firm, is dedicated in
providing superior advice and support in areas of Intellectual Property and
Business.
We believe in knowledge driven economy and utility based technology. Our focus is to
work collaboratively with our clients to provide effective commercial solutions for a
business and utilize various Intellectual property systems to identify opportunities
and maximize their revenue.
The firm is committed to achieve the highest degree of excellence in patent and
technology services. Patentwire emphasizes on latest technology updates, well
planned Research & Development, strategic protection & management of IP,
technology market place search, identifying & analysing new opportunity areas,
technology transfers, and commercialization. We believe in mind to market approach
and provide efficient & effective solutions for achieving goals.
The professionalism and practices followed at Patentwire are oriented towards
“Quality Work Well in Time”.
Diagnose IP gives you a fair idea about IP at your work place. It provides you the exact
status of your in house IP. InkPat is dedicated towards Patent and Design Illustration
services to enhance & represent the exact technology of our clients. IP Bazzaar at
Patentwire is engaged in commercialization of available technologies.
Thus, Patentwire hand holds you through the journey from innovation to a successful
commercialization.

THE INKPAT
InkPat, the illustration wing of Patentwire Consultants Pvt. Ltd., is dedicated in
providing services and support in Patent & Design Illustration works.
Experts at InkPat draw every possible angle of innovation. We understand the
confidentiality of an early stage innovation and therefore through our InkPat
wing we minimize the risk of innovation drainage.
At InkPat, our team, well versed with CAD designing tools as well as legal
requirements of patent and design illustrations, is complimented by use of
excellent software viz. AUTOCAD, SOLID WORKS, PRO-ENGINEERS etc. to create
highest quality drawings in all possible formats.
Our unique amalgamation of Designers, Draftsmen, Engineers, Patent Agents,
and Patent Attorneys of different field of innovation makes the inking job a very
innovative and creative. Our patent illustration expertise is well diversified viz.
Mechanical, Electricals, Electronics, Medical Devices, Biotechnology,
Metallurgical, and General Utility innovations.

SERVICES
Patent Drawing is an essential aspect of a patent specification. A self explanatory
patent drawing plays the same role in granting a patent application as drafting of
a patent specification does. In a way, Patent specification and patent illustration
are complementary to each other and therefore, should be drafted/created very
carefully.
Keeping these facts in mind PATENTWIRE offers and has extended the services
towards patent illustration through our dedicated team at INKPAT:

PATENT ILLUSTRATION
Our Patent Illustration services are dedicated towards high quality patent
drawings as per the need of various patent offices around the globe viz. USPTO,
EPO, WIPO, IPO, CIPO, JPO and others. Our in-house patent attorneys give us an
extra advantage while drawing innovation models. While our attorneys carefully
draft the patent descriptions, specifications and claims, our draftsman produces
drawings in association with the attorneys that help in improvising the
specification as well as its associated drawings.
Our dedicated team is well versed with AutoCAD, SolidWorks, and PTC software
and product can be provided in any format viz. PDF, JPEG, GIF, TIFF, BMP,
MSWORD, etc. The product is delivered in ready to file format as per the
requirement of specific patent offices.

DESIGN ILLUSTRATION
Filing design application is a very cumbersome procedure as one has to provide
various views of a novel article. Design Illustration provides an ultimate solution
in this respect, where a product is developed on Computer Aided Software. This
solution is very cost effective in comparison to the actual photographs of the
article.
Our team is able to make a 3D drawing as the replica of original article. Our high
quality design works give an extra edge to the article which helps in smooth
registration of design at various patent and design offices.

PRODUCT PROTOTYPE DESIGN
Product prototype is a very essential early step investment in the inventing
process. Creating a prototype can also be one of the most strategic and rewarding
steps. That's because developing a prototype gives the opportunity to inventor to
really tap into his creativity and even fine-tune the same. Computer Aided
Software providing an opportunity where you can truly see your idea
transformed into something seemingly tangible and real.
Our CAD prototype designing helps in presenting your invention before the buyer
without the need of actual product.
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INDIAN PATENT APPLICATION NO. 535/DEL/2014

PCT APPLICATION NO. PCT/IB2014/063086

INDIAN PATENT APPLICATION NO. 1356/DEL/2013

PCT APPLICATION NO. PCT/IB2014/060931

INDIAN APPLICATION NO. 2406/DEL/2014

INDIAN PATENT APPLICATION NO. 1355/DEL/2013

SAMPLE

PCT APPLICATION NO.PCTIB2014061884

US SERIAL NO. US 14/474,201

EUROPEAN PATENT APPLICATION NO 11710029.7

PCT APPLICATION NO. PCT/IN2013/000117

US PATENT NO.US8438757

PCT APPLICATION NO. PCT/IN2013/000533

SAMPLE

INDIAN PATENT APPLICATION NO. 693/DEL/2010

PCT APPLICATION NO. PCT/IN2010/000372

US PATENT NO. US8430387

INDIAN PATENT APPLICATION NO. 694/DEL/2010

PCT APPLICATION NO. PCT/IN2010/000849

PCT APPLICATION NO. PCT/IN2012/000288

SAMPLE

INDIAN PATENT APPLICATION NO. 369/DEL/2015

US SERIAL NO. 12/152,399

INDIAN DESIGN APPLICATION NO. 269544

INDIAN DESIGN APPLICATION NO. 260306
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